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A CRITICAL ANALYSIS CP EUGENE C»NEILL*S 
TREATMENT OF THE NEGRO CHARACTER 
IN FOUR OP HIS PLAYS 
INTRODUCTION 
A great revolution has taken place in American race 
relations in the past quarter century. While this change 
is ascribed to many causes by various authorities on the 
subject, one of the most important factors has been the 
change of treatment of Negro characters in literature. 
./ The new manner of depicting the Negro*3 role in literature 
has helped create for the Negro an atmosphere of acceptance.1 
Even though Negro authors have assumed the major re­
sponsibility of portraying their race, white authors, too, 
have reported and interpreted Negro life and characters. 
White authors, however, have based their interpretation on 
limited knowledge derived from an outside view and there­
fore have portrayed certain forces that have been called 
traditional and have been denounced by the Negro race. 
Because Eugene Gladstone O'Neill depicts the Negro In 
a manner that poses no racial objection, his treatment of 
1 Charles I. Gllcksberg, "Bias, Fiction, and the Negro", 
P'hvlon. XIII (Second Quarter, 1952), 127. 
2 
the Negro seems to be different from the "white" fiction 
that follows a telltale pattern.This American "white" 
fiction spins a plot of cruelty and violence or of fight­
ing color prejudice and bettering race relations. Because 
the "white" novelist attempts to "let his reader determine 
what the Negro should do, say, and think instead of letting 
each individual character do, say, and think as an indivi­
dual",2 he finds himself in a dilemma. The prevalent pre­
judices, consciously or unconsciously directed at Negroes, 
make it difficult for the writer to make a statement about 
them that will not lend itself to misconstruction. If he 
wishes to appeal to the popular taste, he will create a 
satisfying caricature of all that Ignorant or prejudiced 
For some whites like to believe is typical of the Negro, 
purposes it is ideologically effective to portray the Negro 
as both comical and contented, happy as a lark in slavery 
days on the eld plantation, singing the livelong day against 
a background of stately mansions and idyllic slave quarters. 
If the "white" writer is friendly toward the Negro, his 
approach may betray his unconscious condescension or his 
lack of understanding#3 
1 Dolphus Collier, The Negrors Role in Legitimat 
Drama (1917-19^0. (Unpublished Master's Thesis—P 
W5w"A & M tellege, 1950), p. 12. 
2 Walter White, "The Negro en the American Stage", 
The English Journal. XXIV (March, 1935)» 1$+. 




The "white" American dramatist seems to present Negro 
characters who have been conditioned by their places in 
society. As early as 1821, the American stage was filled 
with minstrel shows born out of plantation times around 
the Negro cabins# Ridgely Torrence presented this treat­
ment in 1917 in Rider of Dreams. This play portrays a 
resentment of futile hard work and a sacrificial life of 
servitude and submission and a yearning to cope with the 
white man*s society and social justices.1 Later, this 
presentation of the Negro in drama gave place to newer de-
lienatlons s revelry in religious fervor, depressed econo­
mics and incompatible social living#2 
Some other "white" dramatists, too, regarded the Negro 
as a "problem" and thus perpetuated, in however disguised 
and idealised form, some of the familiar stereotypes about 
the Negro# DuBose and Dorothy Heyward in Porgy present 
the Negro in stereotype, a people revengeful, thoughtless, 
shiftless, unreliable, adulterous and common, and contented 
with mere existence#3 Mare Connelly also stereotypes his 
characters in Green Pastures, and so do Paul Peters and 
George Sklar in Stevedore through aob violence to avenge 
1 Collier, 0£. cit., p. 12. 
2 Hugh Gloster, "Race and the Negro Writer", 
XI (Fourth Quarter, 1950), 370# 
3 Collier, OP. cit«. p. 39# 
I* 
a white victim of Negro rape.1 
Other "white" dramatists attempt to comprehend what 
probably takes place in the mind and heart of the Negro, 
and thereby to imagine how they would feel if they were 
caught in the Negro's racial predicament. For that reason, 
they react violently and in a fury of resentment, creating 
characters that run to violent extremes. John Wexley * a 
They Shall Not Die is a social protest against mal-treat­
ment of the Negro group, while Racky by Ernest Culbertson 
stimulates a rebellion against white supremacy.2 Like­
wise, Paul Green merely lets the Negro live, restricted 
by limitation, fears, obsessions, liabilities and super­
stition in the progression of his narratives, Fixin1 and 
White Presses.3 . 
The one particular treatment which "white" playwrights 
have presumably ignored is portrayal of the Negro as essen­
tially human and normal filled with the same desires and 
moved by the same impulses as other men, following the same 
general pattern of life, subject to the same fate.1*" However, 
/ the "white" dramatist considered in this study, Eugene G. 
0*N@111, has showed a marked Interest in the Negro problem. 
1 Collier, op. cit., p. **3. 
2 Xbld.. p. ̂ 9* 
3 Ibid.. p. 26. 
M" Clicks berg, ££. cit .. 13**r?« 
5 
He has demonstrated a keen understanding and appreciation 
for Negroes in drama and implied that their contribution 
should no longer be limited to the comedian, the knee-
bending servant, or the mob-hunted roles in drama.-1-
Van Wyek Brooks accounted for O'Neill's interest in 
the Negro by saying t 
O'Neill's marked Interest in Negro life was 
symptomatic of a time when the so-called Negro Re­
nascence was also beginning, a counterpart of the 
renascence of poetry and the renascence of the stage.2 
Statement of jfrob^em 
In the light of O'Neill's different presentation of 
the Negro character in his plays, the writer was inspired 
to pursue this research in an effort to exemplify through 
careful analysis, supported by opinions of critics, 
Eugene Gladstone O'Neill's manner of creating Negro charac­
ters in his plays* 
X 
Definition of Termsi 
"Critical analysis'1 in this study describes the process 
of examining selected plays to determine the relative signi­
ficance of O'Neill's Negro characters' actions, moods, 
feelings and attitudes* 
"Treatment" as it applys to this topic, refers to 
< 
yL 
1 George S. Schuyler, "The Vechten Revolution", P&j&oa, 
XI (Fourth Quarter, 1950), 362. 
2 Van Wyck Brooks, The Confident Yeaygi Q-W-^g) 
(New York, 1952), p. 
6 
0*Neill*s creation of Negro characters, as well as his 
depicting their predominant moods and attitudes toward 
themselves, their fellowman, their society and their God. 
Throughout this study, the "Traditional Negro" refers 
to the generally or popularly accepted stereotype of the 
Negro. Glicksberg's and Sterling Brown*s definitions are 
synonymous with the writer*s conception of the traditional 
Negro: 
For some, the stereotype Negro means intellectual 
and cultural inferiority} a figure, woolly-headed and 
primitive, destined for ridicule and the world*s mean­
est menial labor} a lusty stallion, disgustingly sex­
ual in his inclinations.1 
It can be said that the traditional Negro Is 
either marked by exaggeration or omission} that he 
is depicted as a paramount divergence from the Anglo-
Saxon norm} that he is a justification from racial 
proscription} and that he Illustrates dangerous genera­
lisation from a few Negroes observed by writers and 
presented from a restricted point of view to represent 
the entire Negro race.2 
Delimitation of the Study: 
This study does not Include all of 0*Neill*s work. 
It is limited to an analysis of those plays that deal 
< specifically with the American Negro and in addition, Th& 
The Hairv An® is included in this study because W.o; 
some critics have implied that the "Hairy Ape", symbol 
1 Glicksberg, 0£. c££ 
2 Sterling Brown, The Negro JJI American FftC.Wa (Wash~ 
ington, 1937), p. 16. 
128. •» j 
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of the common working man, indirectly depicts the Negro•s 
state of belonging in society.1 
Nafeare of $h@ Problem? 
This critical evaluation of Eugene O'Neill's treat­
ment of Negro characters in his plays is a study of the 
struggles and defeats that occurred in the lives of the 
playwright's Negro characters in an attempt to relate 
O'Neill's life experiences to his writings about the Negro. , 
A further task of this study is to show how O'Neill's 
use of symbolism emphasised predominant Negro racial atti­
tudes as well as Negro problems, 
This investigation finally concerns O'Neill's use of 
other dramatic devices to Illuminate the personalities of 




Review of Literature t 
To avoid unnecessary duplication in the treatment of 
this information, the author surveyed studies related to 
the problem. The following review of literature will serve 
to orient the reader and offer a basis for interpreting 
results, comparisons and conclusions in this investigation? 
1 Barrett H. Clark, Eugene O'Neill— MSL 
Plays (New York, 1929), P* 83* 
8 
Mrs. Mable Bradley, in an unpublished master's thesis 
at Prairie View A & M College, studied O'Neill's contri­
bution to American drama by analysing the plot, mechanical 
devices and devices of characterization in his plays 
In her unpublished master's thesis at Prairie View 
A & M College, Mrs. Dolphus Collier analyzed the roles 
of the characters and the plots of three of C'Neill's plays 
in an effort to establish the Negro's role in legitimate 
drama.s •• 
Perhaps the most recent study of Eugene O'Neill's 
characters was the Haunted Heroes of Eugene O'Neill by 
Edwin A. Kngel. Engel's Imaginative and penetrating cri­
tique of all O'Neill's plays, and his presentation of the 
principal literary, philosophical and dramatic ideas of an 
original and effective mind are relatively significant. 
As the title suggests, this study implies that the American 
Negro in O'Neill's plays are both haunted and hunted, yet 
It treats generally all of O'Neill's victims.?' 
Van Wyck Brooks' treatment of Eugene O'Neill reveals 
that O'Neill's writings paved tha way for Negroes' entrance 
into serious drama. Chapter XXIX, "Eugene O'Neill: Harlem", 
1 Mable F. Bradley, A Study o£ Eugene 
bution to tha American Orama. ^Unpublished 
Fralrie View A & M college, 19^3). 
2 Collier, ot^ clt. 
3 Edwin A. Engel, EM. Halted Hgrogi o£ BaffiaS. 0'Nel», 




shows that O'Neill was deeply concerned with the fate of 
the Negro, for he shared the anti-romantic "homesickness 
for the gutter" and had "bummed with outcasts on the docks 
and lived in water-front dives in New York and Buenos 
Aires" ,3* 
Apparently, the most significant analytical study 
related to this investigation is John Lovell's Bugone 
01Nelll's Darker Brother. In this analysis, the author 
uses his personal opinion rather than authoritative criti­
cism to categorize O'Neill's treatment of the Negro character. 
He points out that the dramatist uses two treatments; (1) 
Depicting his struggle against traditional forces, and (2) 
comparing the stereotype with the real Negro who has under­
gone changes in the process of integration and growth,2 
In a pamphlet entitled The Art of Eugene O'Neill. 
Joseph Shipley discusses O'Neill's manner of characteriza­
tion, his movement toward symbolism, his impatience with 
construction, and the themes in his plays.3 
Eugene O'Neill; The Man and Hi£ Plays by Clark gives 
a critical discussion of O'Neill's plays and is further 
3- Brooks, cp, clt 
2 John Lovell, Jr. "Eugene O'Neill's Darker Brother 
The', tre Arts, XXXII (February, 19*+8), ̂ 5-8, 




enriched by quotations from O'Neill's own letters concern­
ing his works. The author takes each play separately and 
analyzes it' not in terms of any far-fetched theory about 
the man, but as a reflection of O'Neill's relationship to 
A criti-his environment at the time the play was written, 
cal summary of the play is given as well as the circumstances 
under which it was produced,3-
Whipple's book, 3pokes%e,fl,2 analyzes the themes i_ 
O'Neill's plays, while Eugene O'Neills A Poet's Quest3 by 
Skinner discusses the quality of continuous poetic progres­
sion that linked all of O'Neill's plays together by a sort 
Even though both books analyze at least 
three of the plays included in this study, the plots are 
discussed in terms of underlying themes rather than in terms 
of Negro moods and attitudes. 
of inner bond. 
Basic Assumptions: 
In the light of O'Neill's treatment of Negro characters 
in his plays, the following assumptions are made: 
(1) Since "O'Neill was the first and greatest force 
1 Barrett Clark, Eugene O'Neill: The Mia iM 
(New York, 19^7). 
2 Thomas King Whipple, Spokesm 
American Life (New York, 1928), 
3 Richard D. Skinner, Eugene O'Neill: A Poet's £uest 
(New York, 1935) • 
en —Modern Writers and 
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in opening the way for the Negro on the serious stage"^-, 
it is a reasonable assumption that O'Neill had a parti­
cular Interest in the problems confronted by the Negro 
and created each of his Negro characters as symbols of 
the Negro*s position in society. 
(2) One may also assume that O'Neill had personal 
feelings that made him a companion for the misfit, and he, 
therefore, used the Negro character as an exemplar of his 
own inner struggles. 
(3) Because O'Neill was capable of producing in 
his script only crude language that has no gra3p of ideas, 
no music, no color and often no shape,2 it may be further 
assumed that he conveniently used other dramatic devices 
in expressing his feelings and the exaggerated feelings 
of the Negro. 
Method of Procedure? 
In collection of data, the writer collected all the 
published plays of Eugene O'Neill. After reading each of 
these plays, she was able to select those which treated, 
specifically, the Negro character. Secondary data have 
been procured from analytic studies of plays found in 
1 Brooks, op. clt.. p. 5M+. 
2 Mary M. Colum, "Drama of the Disintegrated", The 
Forum. XCIV (December, 1935)» 
12 
separate and in anthological volumes, books on or related 
to the problem, and an examination of significant articles 
published in periodicals. 
Personal letters of inquiry, regarding O'Neill's re­
lationship with Negroes, were sent to O'Neill's wife, 
Mrs. Carlotta M. O'Neill, two close friends of O'Neill, 
George Jean Nathan and Joseph Wood Krutch, and to four 
critics who have made important studies on the art of 
Eugene O'Neill. Those critics were: John Mason Brown, 
Barrett H, Clark, Edwin A. Engel, and Solphus Keith Wlnthers. 
In criticism of data, the first test which the 
writer applied to a document or reference was that of 
genuineness. Specifically, the problems of criticism in­
volved the questions of authorship and textual criticism to 
determine all the conditions which may have influenced the 
production of the document (time, place, purpose, and circum­
stances of composition). She then attempted to determine 
the truth and value of the statements made in the document 
by considering the general qualification of the critic, 
his reputation and how his treatment is related to other 
published criticisms. 
Having collected and criticized the data, the writer 
began the final step, the construction of the paper. 
Since much of the information gathered appeared to be per­
tinent to the investigation, she attempted to arrange it 
13 
and present it in such form that others may get the bene­
fit from the research. This was partly a mechanical pro­
blem, for it required accurate documentation. It was 
partly a logical problem involving the question of the 
relative importance of the several plays and the themes 
treated. Finally, it was a philosophical problem because 
she endeavored to interpret the material she presented. 
Value of the Investigation: 
This investigation may be valuable to many professions. 
It Is important to the student of literature for he will 
observe how an author*s writings may be a reflection of 
his experiences and philosophies. 
This study offers a deeper significance for the stu­
dent in human relations or the school counselor, inasmuch 
as it leads to definite concepts of understanding human 
behavior. 
V 
From this research, the language arts teacher, or 
any person interested in building character through the 
solution of personal problems, will understand the impor­
tance of creative writing as a means of reflecting inner 
conflicts through the subconscious mind. 
The study has a definite significance to the writer. 
After pursuing this Investigation, she will be able to 
evaluate critically the motives, philosophies and themes 
lb 
of writers, whose lite ature her students read. Through 
hiblio-therapy, she can direct their reading to authors 
who "interpret life in terms of lives, never just lives 
in terms of characters",1 
/ 
1 Percy Holmes Boynton, Literature a&d American Life 
(Dallas, 1936), p. 826. 
LIFE OF EUGENE O'NEILL 
The soa of a famous romantic actor, Eugene Gladstone 
O'Neill (1888-1953), spent his infancy and youth in the 
atmosphere of the theatre. While his father, James O'Neill, 
and his mother, Ilia Quinlan O'Neill, toured the country 
in The Count of Monte Crlsto and Shakespearean repertoire, 
he traveled on the road with the famous group as soon as 
he could toddle. There was a brother, James, Jr 
ten years older and played bit parts in the father's cora-
who was •» 
pany. 
Despite the luxuries which his family could afford, 
there were hardships in being an actor's son. The first 
seven years of his life were spent trouping up and down the 
country. "The series of one-night stands, hotel bedrooms, 
catch-as-catch-can meals, and long waits between trains, 
gave him a fondness for order, a dislike of railroads, and 
a deep, abiding hatred of hotels".1 He recalls the terrible 
food, the endless dusty train rides, and his longing for 
some kind of security.2 
His yearning for security was hardly satisfied by his 
schooling, for it separated him from his family. At eight 
1 Hamilton Basso, "Tragic Sense", The New Yorker. XXIV 
(February 28, 19^8), 
2 Tom Prldeaux, "Eugene C'Neill: Most Celebrated U. S. 
Playwright Returns to Theatre", Life. XXI (October 1^, 19^6), 
103» 
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years of age, he spent three years at a Catholic Sister's 
boarding school on the Hudson* Three years later he enter­
ed a military school in New York City and then, in 1902, 
transferred to Betts Academy at Stamford, Connecticut and 
graduated there in 1906* 
As a self-confessed sophisticate, he entered Prince­
ton In the fall of 1906, but in the spring of 1907 he was 
suspended for two weeks because of a drunken prank. At 
the end of the year, he was dropped because he flunked 
three mid-year exams and all the finals. O'Neill said he 
was suspended from college for what he called "general hell 
raising".1 Basso gives another reason for O'Neill's dis­
missal from Princeton* "According to legend, O'Neill was 
expelled for heaving a beer bottle through a window of the 
home of Woodrow Wilson, who was then Princeton's president." 
At his death, O'Neill held an honorary degree of Litt. D. 
from Yale University.2 
On his visits to New York during vacations, he was often 
under the wing of his brother, James. While Eugene was shy 
and moody, James was happy-go-lucky. James introduced him 
to most of the show girls in New York, who really entertain-
Later he said they were less ambitious and more fun.3 ed him. 
1 "O'Neill, Shy, Dark Boy— Bold Master of Modern 
Drama", Newsweek. XI (August 19, 1933)$ 16. 
2 Basso, loc. cit. 
3 Prideaux, loc. cit. 
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After his college fiasco and In a mood of youthful 
defiance, O'Neill cherished a romantic ambition to become 
a royal tramp. The following five years were filled with 
an assortment of experiences — all of short duration and 
ranging in quality from dull and disappointing to downright 
distressing.1 On the ave of his sailing to Spanish Hondu­
ras with a mining engineer prospecting for gold, he absent-
mindedly married a New York girl, Kathleen Jenkins, who 
(O'Neill did 
From 
bore him a son, Eugene, Jr., in his absence, 
not live with his wife and in 1912 she divorced him.) 
his gold prospecting he came home six months later with 
Then for sixty-six days on a malaria fever and no gold. 
Norwegian bark, he traveled from Boston to Buenos Aires. 
The rhythm of life en route to and in Buenos Aires was less 
inspiring, so he worked briefly for a sewing machine company 
Next he was a mule-tender on a 
cattle-steamer sailing from Buenos Aires to Durban, South 
and an electrical firm. 
He was employed briefly in a "mail-order business" 
in which his father had an interest. 
tant stage manager in his father's company and, then, as 
ordinary seaman on a British tramp which carried him to 
Before sailing for New York in 1911, he had 
experienced a lengthy period of complete destitution in 
Africa. 
He served as assis-
New York. 
1 Edwin A. Engel, The Haunted Heroes of Eugene O'Nel^ 
(Cambridge, 1953), P* 6. 
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Buenos Aires. "A bum on the docks", he had hung about 
the water fronts making friends with sailors, stevedores, 
the down-and-outers. In other words, by the time he would 
have graduated from Princeton he had made the South Atlan­
tic his campus. His fraternity brothers were sailors, 
v 
stokers and dock hands. As young Americans are supposed 
to, he was making good contacts, contacts that helped him 
later in his profession. 
Back In New York, in 1911» he lived off and on at 
"Jimmy, the Priest's", a longshoreman's saloon, sleeping 
on the hickory-topped tables when he was too broke to af­
ford three dollars a week for a room upstairs. His ex­
periences as a sailor and as an outcast were involuntarily 
terminated when, after a wild party, he regained conscious­
ness to find himself on a train bound for New Orleans. 
When he arrived in New Orleans, he fell in love with 
jazz and collected jazz records until his death. In New 
Orleans, he ran into his father and played the 3mall role 
as a jailor in the vaudeville version of "The Count" until 
the troupe reached Ogden, Utah. There his father remarked, 
"Sir, I am not satisfied with your performance". Said the 
son, "Sir, I am not satisfied with your plays". A few 
weeks later he went back home to Connecticut and worked for 
six months as a cub reporter on the New London Telegraph, 
1 
1 Prideaux, ojgj. clt.. 106. 
19 
a dally to which he also contributed verse*^ 
Then his health broke down; he contracted tubercu­
losis and spent six months in a sanitarium at Wallingford, 
Connecticut. In the sanitarium, he had an opportunity to 
reflect upon, to consolidate and evaluate his experiences. 
Upon his discharge, he came out a brooding, sensitive man 
eager to substitute for the cloak-and-sword, swashbuckling 
plays that had delighted his father's generation, his hard­
bitten, heavy muscled tragedies of stokers and wobblies and 
bar-flies, "By achieving success in his father's domain, 
O'Neill vindicated himself and avenged himself. For he not 
only overshadowed the famous parent, he was the ring leader 
in the rebellion against the theatrical conventions and 
traditions of which James O'Neill was an embodiment. 
In 1918 when he married Agnes Boulton, a young short 
n 2 
story writer, he appended a cautious codicil to the cere-
They had two children, mony, "Until love do us part". 
Shane and Dona, but were divorced in 1929.^ 
After 19^3, O'Neill spent his time swimming, fishing 
and writing as far from the city as he could get on remote 
Sea Island off the coast of Georgia. Deeply affected by 
World War II, strickened with a palsy that caused his hands 
to tremble so violently that he could not write, he lived 
1 Prideaux, loc. clt 
2 Engel, OP. clt.. p. 6. 
8 Prideaux, o£, clt.« 108. 
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there with his third wife, Carlotta Monterey, the actress. 
He seldom dined away from home and preferred to see only 
a few old friends. He spent his time looking off across 
that sea which thunders through so many of his writings 
and dreaming of that ever-elusive perfect play that he did 
not live to write.* 
O'Neill died in November of 1953# The following week, 
Life published an article entitled, "U. S. Loses Its Great­
est Dramatist". It stated in part: "Eugene O'Neill rebell-
eu against Broadway customs, writing savage, moody dramas 
that upset traditional rules. Success never quelled the 
rebellion, and O'Neill continued to seek new ways to break 
old rules and in so doing changed the American theater more 
than any other man."2 
* Prideaux, loc. clt. 
^'U. S. Loses Its Greatest Dramatist", Life. XXXV 
(December 7, 1953)» 53« 
ANALYSIS OF THE PLAYS 
"O'Neill's characters are rarely normal flesh and 
blood men and women, but rather symbols for his frustrat­
ed ideas. 
feel nor inspire love. 
His neurotics, materialists, failures, neither 
They live in rebellion against 
fate and in cankering dissatisfaction with one another, 
which often results in malice and violence. O'Neill re­
veals his own deepest emotion in his pity for failures, 
outcasts and the downtrodden. 
Even though O'Neill intensifies the passion of com­
mon men everywhere, he especially Introduces it into race 
lures and repulsions in four of his plays, The Dreamy Kid, 
3M Bwror ̂Tone?, MX God's Chilian Go£ Wings and The 
Hairy In creating Negro characters in these plays, 
O'Neill's pity for the Negro is bound with irony,especial­
ly when he shows the black child of nature struggling to­
ward the light of the white man's gods and caught in the 
storm of the white man's return to barbarism, 
the selected plays, O'Neill seems to give a hidden spring 
of beauty in character to his Negroes that he denies the 
dominant whites.2 
In each of 
^ Reuben Post^Halleck, The Romance of American Lltera-
3 Robert Spiller, Literary History of the United States 
(New York, 1953)» P» 08. 
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The Dreamy Kid, a melodrama in one act which O'Neill 
wrote in the summer of 1918 at Provincetown, follows, 
like so many of his plays of this period, the traditional 
pattern of literary naturalism. The central character is 
a Negro, Dreamy Kid, a man of physical strength, animal 
courage, small brain, who is reduced to impotence by an 
intangible force, a brute brought to his knees by a psycho­
logical mouse. His destruction 3s wrought by a conflict 
of antithetical natural impulses; the instinct for self-
preservation is made ineffective by a recrudescence of 
childlike impulses. Two events occurring simultaneously 
have produced this crisis in the Dreamy Kid's life; the 
imminent death of his grandmother, who has been a symbol 
of the complex of emotions which have persisted since in­
fancy, and the crime of murder—that of a white man in self 
protection—which he had committed the previous night. 
Trailed by the police, Dreamy has come, against his 
better judgement, to the bedside of the dying Mammy. Now, 
beneath this hard, efficient, snarling exterior there 
appears increasingly the soft and dangerous tendencies which 
he has carried within him since his infancy, together with 
a subsequent emotional behavior pattern that had taken its 
Superstition, impress from the Southern Negro folkways, 
affection, boyish bravado effect the disintegration of the 
adult Negro who was unfortunate enough to come of age in 
23 
the sordid, alien white man's environment of New York City 
and who faces a dilemma symbolic of the American Negro's 
dilemma. 
Irene, his young, goodlooking girl-friend, tells him 
the plain clothes police are closing in on him, shows him 
one in the doorway across the street and pleads with him 
to move out at once. Simultaneously, Mammy, sensing 
Dreamy*s uneasiness, warns him not to leave before she dies. 
Playing on his emotions, she tells him how he got his name, 
Dreamy. How as a babe he lay under her care with his big 
©yes "jest a-drearning an' a-dreaming". 
When he hears the police upstairs, he holds Mammy's 
hand with his left hand, and with his right hand he points 
his big revolver toward the unseen manace. Mammy prays 
at the end and begs him to keep praying. There is another 
movement in the hall as the curtains fall. 
In The Dreamy Kid. O'Neill uses one Negro to depict 
the injustices suffered by the entire race. In creating 
Dreamy, he showed how the whites hunted and hounded any 
Negro who tried to defend himself from their unjust oppres­
sion. To emphasize the injustices suffered by the Negro 
race, O'Neill reveals the incidents leading to the murder 
as yell as the plotting of the mob through the Negro charac­
ters' conversations. Dreamy tells of the murder: 
DREAMY, (with a warning gesture).... What for you 
sendin* out all ober de town for me like you was crazy] 
D'yuh want ter git me in de cooler? Don' you know 
dey're after me for what I done last night? 
2*4-
CEELY. (fearfully) I heerd somep'n—but— What 
you done, Dreamy? 
DREAMY, (with an attempt at a careless bravado) 
I croaked a guy, dat's whatJ A white man. 
CEELY. (in a frightered whisper) What you mean— 
croaked? 
DREAMY, (boastfully) I shot him dead, dat's whatl 
But he told folks he was gwine ter git me for 
hand. I had ter rit him ter a fac', and dat fo'eed my 
pertect my own life.... 1 
In her dramatic monologue, Irene describes the plotting 
of the mob: 
IRENE. Just befo* I come here to find you de 
first time, de Madam sends me out to Murphy*s ter git 
her a bottle o* gin. I goes in de side door but I 
ain't rung de bell yet. I hear yo* name spoken an* 
I stops ter lissen, Dey was three or four men in de 
back room. Dey don't hear me open de outside door, 
an' dey can't see me, 'course. It was Big Sullivan 
from de Central Office talkin'. He was talkin' 'bout 
de killin' ycu done last night and he tells dem odders 
he's heerd 'bout de ole woman gittin' so sick, and 
dat if dey don't fin* you none of de udder places dey's 
lookin', dey's goin' wait for you here. Dey s'pecs 
you come her© say good-by to Mammy befo' you make 
yo'git-away. 
** "iRENEri'was'comin' in by de front way when I 
sees some pusson hidin' in de doorway 'cross de street. 
I gits a good peek at him and when I does—it's a 
copper. Dreamy, sugh's yo' born, in his plain clo'se, 
andhe'3 watchin' de door o* dls house like a cat. 
* IRENE!* I skulked roun' and sneaked in by de 
back way froo de yard. Dey ain't none o' dem dar yit. 
(Raising her voice excitedly) But dere will be soon. 
Dey're boun* to eit wise to dat back door. You ain't 
got no time to lose, Dreamy For de love of 
Gawd, Dreamy, wake up to youse'fl 
1 Eugene O'Neill, "The Dreamy Kid", Plays o£ Eugene 
CTelll (New York, 1925; p. 238. 
p. 2*f6. 2 Ibid ,• 1 
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By allowing the Negro characters to relate the inci­
dents in the plot, O'Neill dramatically emphasizes the 
injustices suffered by the Negro. He draws the reader1s 
sympathy from the whites for he never allows them to 
express their version of the murder and the mob. Only 
through the emotional strain of his Negro characters can 
the reader visualize the happenings} therefore the audience's 
reaction is influenced by the Negroes' display of emotions, 
while being persuaded to sympathize and suffer with them. 
In the next place, The Dreamy Kid is propaganda of 
the highest order for these reasonss its symbol is clear 
and whole and it is presented absolutely in the spirit of 
the action and passion of the piece. The characters are 
bogged down by ignorance, superstitions, fears and exagge­
rated religious fervor, yet O'Neill does not attempt to 
present this traditional Negro In a derogatory manner. 
O'Neill made his Negroes likeable even though they 
showed ignorance and were unbecomingly familiar with each 
other. When Ceely called Irene "Yo» street Gal", and Irene 
replied, "You fool nigger"!t they use epithets as a slang 
rather than as an expression of hatred or disdain. In per-
t 
mltting such familiarity between the Negro characters, O'Neill 
conforms to the pattern used to describe the traditional 
Negro closely enough to make the play seem true to life, 
1 O'Neill, "The Dreamy Kid", p. 236. 
Tbe *. R- Banku Library 
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yet at the same time he displays t.eir admirable qualities. 
Exaggerated fear in the Negro added to the signifi­
cance of the plot, also, for Dreamy's fear of the mob help­
ed to express the mental as well as physical suffering 
caused by whit® supremacy. In a frightened tone Dreamy 
displays the torture he is experiencing* 
DREAMY. Ssshhi Somebody eomin*. (A noise of 
footsteps comes from the hall stairway. Dreamy 
springs to his feet) Leggo my hand, Mammy—jest 
for a secon*. I come right back to you. (He pulls 
his hand from the old woman*s grip, ^he falls back 
on the pillows moaning. Dreamy pulls a large auto­
matic revolver from his coat pocket and tiptoes 
quickly to the door. 
rap. "e stands listening at the crack for a moment, 
then noiselessly turns the key, unlocking the door. 
Then he crouches low down by the wall so that the door, 
when opened 
entering. 
As he does so there is a sharp 
, will hide him from the sight of anyone 
There is another and louder rap on the door. 
DREAMY. Ssshhi (Then muffling his voice he calls)* 
Come in. ( % raises the revolver in his hand. The 
door is pushed open and Irene enters, her eyes peering 
wildly about the room. Her bosom is heaving as if 
had been running and she is trembling all over with 
terrified excitement). 
DREAMY, (shutting the doer and locking it —ag­
gressively) Shut yo* big mouth, gal, 
shut for youi You wanter let de whol 
where X is?* 
or 1*11 bang it 
e block know I 
During these breath-taking moments of the play, 0*Nelll 
presents a Negro struggling against the odds, hounded by 
He thereby con-his fears, yet supported by his courage, 
convinces the reader that the struggle of the American 
Negro is accompanied by horrible torture. 
1 O'Neill,"The Dreamy Kid", p. 2Mf. 
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To the contrary, Clark believes, "The Dreamy Kid is 
too obvious, too direct and melodramatic to be very con­
vincing".1 It is true that O'Neill gives a picture of the 
Negro superstltlously exemplifying an exaggerated trust in 
God, yet the play is convincing for he gave the Negro charac­
ters the opportunity to reveal their torture as well as 
certain admirable qualities. Dreamy shows pride as he 
tells of ;ls committing murder in self defense, "I had 
ter git him ter pertect my own life» (With cruel satisfac­
tion) and I got him right, you b'liev® mei"2 He reveals 
his bravery in this statement: "Dey'll have some gittin'. 
I git somec' dem fust. (Slapping the gun in his pocket 
significantly) Dey don't git dis chicken alive1 Lawd Jesus, 
no suh. Not de DreamyJ"3 
The superstition Dreamy showed was overshadowed by 
his devotion and loyalty to Mammy. He explained, "When I 
heard it was ole Mammy croakin' and axin' ter see me, I 
says ter myse'f: 'Dreamy, you gotter make good wid old 
Mammy no matter what come'."1* Finally, Dreamy possessed a 
sympathetic understanding. In the midst of his dilemma, 
he had time to think of Irene and sympathize with her. 
1 Clark, OP. clt..P. 6k, 
2 O'Neill,"The Dreamy Kid", p. 238. 
3 Ibid., p. 2^9. 
Ibid., p. 2^0. b 
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He begged, "Git outa her©, you ReenyJ 
ter get shot up too, is you? 
Defeatism is expressed in The Dreamy Kid as Dreamy 
He concluded, "D© game's up, I tole you, 
(With gloomy fatalism) I s'spect it hatter be, 
Dey'd git me in the long run anyway.,,."2 
You ain't aimin' 
Ain't no sense in dat."1 
faces the posse. 
Yes, suh. 
The defeat of 
Dreamy symbolizes that the heritage of the Negro brings 
only tragedy. In the climax of the play, Dreamy does not 
surrender to the police, nor does he face the posse? yet 
he expresses defeat. He remains on one knee beside the bed 
holding his dying mammy's hand with his left hand and hold­
ing his revolver in the right hand pointing it toward the 
deer. O'Neill leaves the decision for the reader to make, 
as the curtain falls on Dreamy's indecision. One thing is 
certain — if Dreamy opened the door to face the mob, or 
if he stayed and prayed with Mammy —— Whatever course he 
took, he was defeated. 
This climax symbolizes the Negro's predicament in 
society —— there is no solution. The Negro can either 
humbly accept his position in society by not seeking equal 
opportunity or he can demand justice, only to be denied. 
What ever course he takes, he, like Dreamy, is doomed to 
failure. 
1 O'Neill, "The Dreamy Kid", p. 2*f9. 
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The Emperor Jones, written in 1920, is an uncon­
ventional drama written in a single act including eight 
The play vividly dramatizes the effect of fear scenes* 
upon a superstitious, bombastic Negro, Brutus Jones, an 
Through brutal cun-ex-railroad porter and jail-breaker, 
nlng, Jones has become the emperor of a West Indian island 
by pretending he possesses a charm so strong only a silver 
In the first scene in the palace bullet can kill him. 
Henry Smlthers, a mean Cockney white trader, finds out 
that while the emperor is asleep, his subjects have gone 
He convinces Jones up to the hills to prepare for revolt, 
that his Imperial days are over, and while they are talk­
ing, the sound of the tom-tom, symbolizing the beating of 
the emperor's heart in fear, starts in the distance. 
His philosophy of life, learned from listening to 
"white quality talk" on the pullman cars, the emperor tells 
Smlthers is "For de little stealin' dey gits you in jail 
For de big stealin' dey makes you Emperor 
and puts you in the Hall of Fame when you croaks. 
The next scenes are In the forest where O'Neill empha-
soon or late. 
»1 
sizes the effect of panic fear as Jones loses his way, 
searches in vain for the supplies he has hidden away and 
He discards his fine uniform becomes hungry and afraid. 
1 Eugene O'Neill, "The Emperor Jones", Nine Plays by 
Sugene O'Neill (Hew York, 1952), P. 8. 
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and the polished shoes which hinder his progress. He 
sees the ghost of Jeff, a pullman porter, a vision of the 
convict gang and guard working on the road, and himself 
on «,he auction block of pre-war times with a group of 
southern planters bidding for him. Finally, he sees him­
self as a galley slave rowing in a boat with other slaves, 
and finds himself kneeling before an altar howling for 
mercy to a Congo witch-doctor, who in pantomime shows 
that the forces of evil demand sacrifice by pointing to 
a huge crocodile which appears in the river. 
In the final scene the bad white, Smlthers, taunts 
the black subjects with their failure to pursue Jones. 
Shots are heard in the forest, and presently the soldiers 
come in with Jones' body riddled with silver bullets. 
Belonging is the underlying theme in The Emperor 
Jonest in fact, all of O'Neill's Negro characters want 
to belong. "They have been visible cogs In the invisible 
machinery of the universe. Whatever the crimes into which 
their passion may have led them, they have cared passionate­
ly about the forces controlling their being and their un-
doing."**-
The Emperor Jones presents Brutus Jones as a tragic 
hero who is a misfit because he is striving to belong in 
1 John Mason Brown, "American Tragedy", Saturday fig,-
view of Literature. XXXII (August 6, Iv+9), 125V 
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a world that is not his own* Jones acknowledges that 
the position of emperor is out of his world when he says, 
"Sho*, I talks large when I ain't got nothin* to back it 
up, but I ain't talkin* wild just d@ same* I knows I kin 
fool •em — I knows it— and dat's backin' enough fc» my 
It's playin* out my bluff."1 H© further 
admitts that being emperor Is beyond his capability for 
his use of pretense accounts for his enslaving the Negro 
subjects* He states, "I pretends to. Sho* I pretends I 
Dat's part o' my game from de fust* If X finds out dem 
niggers believes dat black is white, den I yells it out 
louder *n deir loudest,"2 
Furthermore, Jones' action in The Qgoeror Jon©3 sym­
bolises the forces of heredity and environment. For a while 
Jones successfully ignores his racial heritage and tries to 
belong In another world. However, when he enters the for­
est, the irrevocable past, which he has so long concealed, 
asserts itself. His social heritage of a slave tradition, 
the debasing work of the Negro as the white man's servant, 
his crimes, his childhood superstitions including his bio­
logical heritage reassert their power over him. They are 
transmitted Into the beatings of his heart by the native 
tom-tom as it echoes in the depth of the forest. With 
game 
1 O'Neill, "The Einperor Jones", p. 9* 
2 Ibid., p. 15, 
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perfect regularity, these forces of heredity and environ-
ment crowd in upon the consciousness of the emperor until 
he loses his assumed grandeur and tears away the clothes 
that concealed his real past. In the end he loses the 
battle and is conquered, but not by the physical strength 
of the natives for they did not even change their position. 
All they did while Jones circled wildly through the forest 
was to beat their drums. He was destroyed by the forces 
of the past. It was not the natives that barred his way 
to freedomj it was the "strong medicine" of his Negro heri­
tage. 
oy permitting .jones to ignore the racial limitation 
imposed on the Negro by the whites, O'Neill is showing that 
th© Negro's racial heritage keeps him from belonging in our 
American society. In other words, Jones' attempt to belong 
in another world, regardless of his heredity and environ­
ment, was climaxed by his death. Therefore, "he was de­
feated by the very same tricks of the whites that brought 
him release."*• 
Even though Jones is defeated in the end by his own 
subconscious fears, O'Neill did create-a Negro character 
who was able to rise above his racial expectation for a 
short while, at least. It appears that O'Neill is seeking 
a way for the Negro to belong through complete freedom. 
1 George Jean Nathan, "O'Neills A Critical Summation". 
The American Mercury. LXIII (December, 19^6), 75. 
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Prideaux pointed out, "In The Efoperor Jones. O'Neill 
emphasized the panic fear of the Negro through the use of 
tom-toms",2- but Stevenson denied that the drum beats 
the theme of the play added significance. 
gave 
He stated, "The 
emperor's subconscious memories of his past rather than 
the drums gave the play the strong beat of melodrama, for 
drums had been used before. It is believed that the drum 
beats transcended the knocking at the gate in Macbeth? 
consequently, that device may have been strong and fresh, 
it may have astonished or caught the audience, but the sub­
conscious panic fears of Jones symbolizing panoramic his­
tory of racial injustices gave the play its theme."2 
Atkinson added that the expressions tic rhythm of the 
entire play contributed to its theme. He said, "The 
Emperor Jones probed the subconscious of a swagger hero 
and used the theatre as a form of rhythmic incarnation."3 
Geddes contributed the theme to these simple elementss 
"A hunted man, a series of sharply defined pictures, and 
a monotonous rhythmical drum beat".14 
Other critics felt that the play played on the emotions 
Bernard Devoto stated, 
"The Emperor Jones was a triumphant experiment in the drama 
of the audience to reveal its theme. 
1 Prideaux, o£. clt p. 110. 
2 Thomas Wood Stevenson, "How Good Is Eugene O'Neill?" 
The English Journal XXVI (March, 1937), 183. 
•» 
3 Brooks Atkinson, "Tribute to Eugene O'Neill", The 
New York Times. December 13, 1953, Section II Column 1, 
** Virgil Geddes, Melodramadness o£ Eugene O'Nfrm 
(Brookfleld, 19$*), PP. 72-3. 
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of fantasy which was very effective on the emotions."1 
It Is true that O'Neill emphasized an exaggerated 
display of emotions in the Negro, yet It seems that he 
used this emotional terror, the drumbeats and the sub­
conscious fears merely to hold the attention of the 
audience in order to present more significant symbols. 
Jones symbolizes pride in the Negro, 
seeker of power and glory of vain pride, for he said, 
"You didn't s'spose I was holdin* down dis emperor job 
for the glory in it did you?"2 
He is not a 
In attempting to say that 
the Negro shows pride in very small accomplishments, O'Neill 
makes the audience believe that Jones would have been 
proud to know that he had been killed with silver bullets^-. 
a final triumph for his qui*:k wit and superiority.3 One 
may surmise, therefore, that O'Neill attempted to infer 
through Jones' action that the Negro would proudly accept 
any small degree of liberty. 
Jones' loss of his emperor * s attire in the forest 
symbolizes the punishment that crimes bring. As each 
phantom form of Jones' past appears before him, each demands 
Each shadow from his a remnant of his self acquired rank. 
1 Bernard Devoto, "Minority Report", Saturday Review 
of Literature. XV (November 21, 1936), *+. 
2 O'Neill, "The Btepercr Jones", p. 7. 
3 Skinner, OP. cit.. p. 90. 
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past took from him one of his garments• First he lost 
his scarlet coat, then his shoes and so on, yet as he 
rose to the emperor's throne, each of those shadows 
helped him to secure the garments that they took from 
him. These"ha'nts"of his past symbolized crime, peni­
tentiaries, the whole vicious, illogical structure of our 
modern world which goad the poverty-stricken day and 
night to consmit crime, and then when it is committed, 
punish the criminal it has helped to make. Our vicious 
system, like the imaginary evils, causes the victim to 
run and run from direct punishment into the arms of death.* 
In the next place, Jones* action represents the action 
of lower instincts, long held in bondage, seeking to copy 
the worst faults of the higher instincts under which he 
has lived in terror. His first instinct is to despise all 
those who are still in bondage, to turn traitor to his 
own and to enslave them, as he has been enslaved by su 
perlor knowledge and trickery. Laughing at the Negroes 
he has enslaved, Jones remarked, "And dere all dem fool 
bush niggers was kneelln' down and bumpin' deir heads on 
de ground like I was a miracle out o' de Bible. Oh, Lawd, 
from dat time on I has dem all eatin' out of my hand, I 
cracks de whip and dey jumps through."2 
1 Wlnthers, op. cit.. p. 190. 
2 O'Neill, "The Emperor Jones", p. 9. 
• A 
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It Is true that Jones is symbolic of all those who 
suddenly find themselves freed from old chains, and use 
their freedom to despise and destroy others, yet he re­
presents those persons who are freed from all forces of 
society except his inner conscious# Through dramatic 
monologue in the first scene, O'Neill shows that Jones 
has been freed from the chain of ignorance for he reveals 
his ability to think clearly and to plan his course of 
actions 
JONES, (with indignant scorn) Look-a-heah, 
white man! Does you think I'se a natural bo'n fool? 
Give me credit fo' havin* some sense, fo' lawd's sakeI 
Don't you s'pos© I'se looked ahead and made she' of 
all de chances? I'se gone out in dat big forest, 
pretendin* to hunt, so many times dat I knows it high 
an' low like a book. I could go through on dea 
trails wid my eyes shut# Think dese ign'rent bush 
niggers dat ain't got brains enuff to know delr own 
names even can catch Irutus Jones? Huh. I s'pects 
notI Not on yo* lifeJ Why, man, de white men went 
after me wid bloodhounds where I come from an' I jes* 
laughs at 'em. It's a shame to fool dese black trash 
around heah, dey're so easy# You watch me, man# I'll 
make dem look sick, I will# I'll be 'cross de plain 
to de edge of de forest by time dark comes. One® 
in de woods in de night dey got a swell chance o 
findin' dis babyI Dawn tomorrow I'll be out at de 
oder side and on de coast whar dat French gunboat is 
She picks me up, takes me to Martinique 
and dere I is safe wid a mighty big , 
eans# It's easy as rollln* off a log.^ 
i 
stayin'• 
when whe go dar, 
bankroll in my j 
In the remaining scenes, however, the easy task of 
escaping described by Jones becomes decidedly Impossible# 
Jones remains in the forest because his inner fears prevent 
his escape# Through his action O'Neill shows that the Negro 
1 O'Neill, "The Emperor Jones", p# 13* 
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has been conditioned by his place in society and that his 
uneasiness makes him frantic when reasoning or logical 
thinking would solve his dilemma. Because Jones really 
could have found his trail in the forest had he calmly 
and thoughtfully overcome the excitement and fear that 
blinded him to reality and caused him to wander around in 
circles to meet his death, it seems that O'Neill uses 
these fears as a symbol of the racial suppression that 
keeps the Negro from solving many of his problems. 
Supporting this belief, Quinn. expressed his views 
32JS. Emperor Jones uses symbolic expressionism 
rather than n&turiliitic drama by presenting the 
psychological disintegration of the main character 
under the pressure of nameless fears mounting to 
blind terror® When his subjects rebel against him, 
he has only to follow a trail through the jungle to 
the other side of the island and the security of a 
French gunboat. But on the way he soon becomes con­
fused and panic stricken, elides back to hi3 start­
ing point, and falls victim to the silver bullet of 
his victim. The play displays the conflict in man's 
inner most being in successive scenes—the visuali­
zation of individual guilt and racial dread as 
Jones sinks from a braggart emperor 
level of abstract terror.1 
Lovell agrees that The Emperor Jones depicts the 
the sociological predicament of the traditional Negro, 
with Jones acting as a symbol of the entire race. 
Jones shows that the Negroes attempted to live 
honestly but because of society's reaction, they 
had to go bad to protect themselves as hunted beings 
and then become hunted a great deal more. Jones' 
energy in resisting was so great and respected so 
much that he became a Negro who was full of courage, 
yet he met his downfall.through deeply imbedded 
fears and superstition.2 
to the lowest 
1 Arthur H. Quinn, The Literature of the American People 
(New York, 1951), P» 931. 
2 Lovell. cp. clt., p. *f7. 
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Lovell also supports the view that Brutus Jones 
represents the traditional Negro, He declares, "In Jones* 
place, the realist Negro would have been less concerned 
with religious barriers he and his forefathers faced and 
would have concentrated on Materialistic chances for 
success and escape, fie would hardly have reduced the 
whole struggle to a three cornered one, between himself 
and *de L&wd an* dees ha*nts*.wl 
It may be concluded, then, that The Emperor Jones 
reveals 0*Weill*s feeling toward the Negro, As in The 
Dreamy Kid, he gave his Negro protagonist characteristics 
found in the traditional Negro, yet he also gave him 
qualities worthy of admiration. It is true that Brutus 
Jones was doomed to failure, but his trickery with white 
Smithers and the Negro subjects, his superior leadership 
as emperor, and his ability to plan his escape made him 
different from the traditional Negro, If 0»Neill had 
attempted to create an Individual character by permitting 
Jones to conquer his fears and superstition, to reason 
logically and to solve his dilemma, his plot would have no 
conflicting force. It does appear, however, that O'Neill's 
presentation of Jones* conflicting force, his inner fears 
and his display of emotions, Is presented in no derogatory 
manner. 
1 Lovell, OP. cit.. p. ̂ 7. 
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Mi gpd's, Chj-llur^ Got Wings the problem of belong­
ing Is carried still further and applied to one of the 
great problems of social inequality in modern America, 
Jim Harris, the principal character in the play, is a 
Negro who is technically free but psychologically still in 
bondage, Jim's problem is not primarily economic nor is 
it one of physical starvation. His problem is a psycho­
logical persecution which leads him to feel that only 
through marrying a white girl can he win the position in 
life that he craves and that Is necessary to his happiness, 
O'Neill is saying through Jim Harris that the Negro's 
tragedy is perpetuated beyond the termination of his physi­
cal slavery, and h© uses Jim as a symbol of the American 
Negro's predicament. Agreeing with this concept, Wlnthers 
stated, "Through the action of this play, O'Neill has ar­
raigned the deep and powerful prejudices of American civi­
lization before the bar of true justice and has convicted 
our civilization of enforcing a slavery as gross, disgust­
ing and deadly as any that our forefathers supported be­
fore the days of the Civil War,"I 
This drama of the marriage of a white woman and a 
Negro is a tragic, beautiful love story which ends in frus­
tration and madness. In the opening scene Ella and Jim 
are children playing together on the street in a mixed 
pp. 199-200, 1 Wlnthers, op, cit 
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neighborhood in New York. The awkward, ambitious colored 
boy sees all beauty and perfection in the undeserving 
white Ella, who as she grows older, develops prejudice of 
race and scorns his mute adoration. She takes up with 
Mickey, the white ward bully, and it is when he discards 
her and her illigitimate child dies, that she accepts 
Jim's protection as her only refuge. At this time th© 
slow-witted Jim has graduated from high school and as­
pires to be a lawyer. 
Jim and Ella ar© married and go to Europe where they 
are happy for a while. Ella loves Jim for his goodness, 
but unconsciously she recoils from contact with blacks. 
On their return to America she gradually loses her reason. 
His kind mother and educated sister see that Ella has no 
sympathy with her husband's studies to pass the bar exami­
nation. She tries to kill him in her mad desire to look 
down on him. Though she fails in her attempt, she is able 
to prevent him from sleeping and reading his law books so 
that he falls to pass the examination. She then returns 
to the stored-up memories of childhood and wants Jim to 
play with her again. Loyal Jim accepts the kind of love 
she has to give him and asks God to let his suffering puri­
fy him of selfishness and make him worthy "of the child 
you send me for the woman you take away",* 
1 Eugene O'Neill, "All God's Chillun Got Wings", Nine 
Plavs by Eugene 0'Neill (New York, 1952), p. 133* 
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Racial consciousness seems to be emphasized in the 
play as Jim repeatedly fails his examinations because of 
his consciousness of his whit© wife's madness and scorn* 
Ella, too, becomes more and more aware of his blackness 
until she is quite mad and plots against him in an attempt 
to kill him* Race consciousness Is emphasized in the 
setting, also. The wedge of buildings separating a street 
of blacks from a street of whites suggests the universal 
oppressiveness of race distinction. Their graduating cos­
tumes as well as their wedding apparels keep the audience 
aware of the difference in race. Jim's black attire and 
Ella's white symbolise their two separate worlds, 
black and the other white* 
Even though racial consciousness is present in the 
play, O'Neill denied that the racial conflict is the under­
lying theme* He is reported to have said: 
The persons who have attacked my play have given 
the impression that I make Jim Harris a symbolical 
representative of his race and Ella of the white race 
and that by uniting them I urge intermarriage. Now 
Jim and Ella are special cases and represent no one 
but themselves. Of course, the struggle between them 
is primarily the results of the difference in their 
racial heritage. It is their character, the gap be­
tween them and their struggle to bridge it which in­
terests me as a dramatist, nothing else* I didn't 
create the gap, this cleavage it exists. And 
members of both races do struggle to bridge it with 
love. Whether they should or not isn't in my play.l 
one » • 
1 Montrose Moses (ed.), Representative American Dramas, 
(Boston, 19250, P* *+26. 
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In spit© of O'Neill's not emphasizing the racial 
clash In All Sod's Chillun Got Wings * it was hailed as 
a searching study of the problem of intermarriage. Be­
cause It involved the association of Negro and Caucasian 
in this country, the play caused much controversy, and 
the racial element was discussed in detail. The contro­
versy began when the script was published in the Ameri­
can Mercury a few months before it was produced. O'Neill 
wrote to a friend after the opening! 
It seemed for a time as If all the feeble-witted 
both in and out of the Klu Klux Han were hurling 
newspaper bricks in my direction not to speak of the 
anonymous letters® which ranged from those of in­
furiated Irish Catholics, who threatened to pull my 
ears off as a disgrace to their race and religion, 
to those of equally infuriated Nordic Kluxers who 
knew I had Negro blood or els© was a Jewish pervert 
masquerading under a Christian name.in order to do 
subversive propaganda for the Pope.x 
The controversy regarding the racial element in the 
Permission was not play extended over a long period, 
granted to use children In the opening seen© during the 
first performance, and the police were summoned to prevent 
the play from opening.2 This response, of course, only 
reveals the tenseness that any reference to race relations 
would have brought at that time. Nevertheless, Quinn 
supports the belief that O'Neill ignore the obvious op­
portunity to write propaganda for he subordinates the 
1 Hamilton Basse, "Tragic Sense", Ihe ̂ Jew Yorkep, XXI? 
(February 28, 19^8), 38. 
2 Ibid.. *K>. 
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struggle between the Negro and social prejudice as far as 
possible,1 
It might be added that If O'Neill wanted to present 
the clash caused by intermarriage, he would have matched 
the two main characters in ©very respect except in color. 
Instead, he presents a man and a woman each overburdened 
with a personal problem. One is seeking release from her 
inferiority, in imposition and tyranny, and the other is 
punishing himself for h:!s apparently unjustified super­
iority in spells of abnegation and humility. Ilia's 
plotting to keep Jim from passing the examination was her 
only way of keeping him inferior to herj therefore she 
characterizes as "black" all the impulses in Jim that 
tend to raise him, to lead him to success, or to exalt him 
above her, likewise, the urging that prompts him to be 
her plaything and her slave she calls the "white" in him. 
It appears that while O'Neill was striving to avoid making 
Jim a stereotype of the Negro, h© conveniently pictured 
Ella as a stereotype of the whites, 
Geddes felt that the play would have presented con­
flict between the races if O'Neill had made Jim the typi­
cal Negro stereotype. He stated, "As a practical dramatist 
O'Neill's error was in making his "nigger" a human being. 
He even forgot the susceptibilities of those Americans 
1 Quinn, loc. jail*. 
Mf 
who have iaj.d down the law as to how far a Negro may go 
in tils relations with whites, but recognize no law as 
to how far a whit© may go with a Negro. He used a situa­
tion so tragically beautiful that competent critics could 
see in it a work of art",^ 
Wlnthers could see the racial element In a different 
way. "Jim was generous, sincere, kind-hearted, brave and 
very able as a student. These qualities might have made 
a white man successful, but because Jim was a Negro, he 
failed. Even his marriage failed, and his whit© wife, In 
spit© of herself turned against him. Whit© supremacy is 
maintained at the price of social injustice to the Negro. 
O'Neill has made the personal story of Jim Harris and Ella 
Downey into a drama of great social importance of America. 
He has gone beyond the problem of economic slavery to the 
greater dangers of psychological bondage, and through the 
tragic love of these two characters has written an indict­
ment against on© important phase of American civilization,"2 
With or without the racial clash, the underlying theme 
in the play is the Negro's struggle. At times, Jim seems 
to be struggling with fate, and at other times against the 
Regard-fears the other characters have whipped up In him. 
1 
Virgil Gedde-s, Melodraamadness of Eugene C 'Nelll. 
(Brookfield, 193*0, P. 9?. 
2 Winthers, o£„ cit p. 201. •» 
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less of his opposition, he is always struggling. He strug­
gles with the stacks of law books, but Ella goes mad and 
calls attention to the storms within himj therefor© he could 
not study, H© stated, "there's a blank in my head",1- Jim 
was still struggling in the raw joke at the end of the plays 
ELLA, I'll just be ycur little girl, Jim, 
and you'll be my little boy just as we used to be, 
remember, when w© were beaux.,,,. Only you mustn't all 
the time be a boy. Sometimes you must be my old kind 
Uncle Jim who's been with us for years and years, 
you, Jim? 
win 
JIM, (with utter resignation) Yes, Honey,2 
In Jim's consenting to play any role but that of a husband, 
preferably "dear ole Uncle Jim", O'Neill shows a fine like­
able Negro struggling to escape an intolerable situation 
just to belong. 
The struggle within Jim is intensified in the scene 
when Jim, discouraged by Ella's indifference, receives some 
pugnacious advice from Joe, a "regular" Negro of the gang, 
Joe is furious at what he considers Jim's effort to climb 
up from his rightful place, 
JOE. (stands for a while glaring at Jim, his 
fierce little eyes peering out of his black face.) 
Listen to me, Nigger: I got * heap 
yo* earl Who is you anyhowi What s all dis arejoin 
up and graduatin' an' sayin' you gwine study to be a 
lawyer? What's all dis schoolln' you doin ? Jhat s 
all dis fakln' an' pretendln' an' swellin out grand^ 
an' takln' exams an* talkln' perilte an soft? What s 
all dis denyin' you's a nigger.,., isyouaimint0 
buy white?.,. What is you? Tell me beta I w^ks 
yo* face in! Is you a nigger or isn't you^ (Shaking 
1 O'Neill, "All God's Chilian Got Wings", p. 119. 
Ibid.. p» 132. 2 
i 
be 
nigger?! y°U & nigger* N1^S®P? digger, is you a 
. (looking into his eyes quietly) Yes. 
I'm a nigger* We're both niggers,2 
This conversation demonstrates the Negro's struggle. 
The struggle which inevitably comes from within him. 
If he attempts to rise above his limited expectation, 
and strives to belong in society, he is accused of try­
ing to betray his racial group. Likewise, Jim's reply 
reveals another problem of the Negro — the difficulty of 
facing the reality of his own limitations and accepting 
it or of striving to rise above this state and then admit­
ting it. Time after time, O'Neill's characters symbolise 
the Negro's struggle to be something greater than what 
others expect Of him only to meet tragic defeat. 
The love affair in the play symbolizes the punishment 
the Negro suffers in our society. Even though the love 
JIM 
of 3lla and Jim appears genuine, in the end it must be 
The love that Jim and destroyed or it will destroy them* 
Ella possess makes Jim a failure and drives Ella to in­
sanity, Their love fails because the social system of 
which they are a part denies them something that they 
want more than wages and votes I It denies them the right 
to love and to belong* 
1 O'Neill, "All God's Chillun Got Wings", p. 101. 
2 Ibid,* p* 102. 
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This frustrated love Is symbolic of the social pres­
sure of a society that cannot overcome its race prejudice. 
Because modern American civilisation is steeped in the 
prejudices of its past injustices to the Negro, it is now 
a slave to its own sins. In order to ©scape the appro-
prlum of an economic slavery, it has changed the terms but 
kept the facts as they were, 
to believe that this is the result of a conscious program-
few significant social attitudes are— but it is none the 
less deadly• 
O'Neill is not so naive as 
1 Winthers, 0£, cit., p. 201. 
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33M. Apg is included in this analysis because 
the hairy stoker, indirectly symbolises the Negro's 
state of belonging in society. 
Yank, 
This conviction is sup­
ported by many critics, yet the most significant support 
for this Idea appeared in Clark's book, Eugene O'Neilla 
IM. Mk His Plays. O'Neill replied in answer to an 
inquiry from Mr. Clark, "The point is that the Hairy Ap© 
is a direct descendant of Jones, and the form of the play 
is a direct descendant from The Emperor Jones, also, 
manner of the play is Inseparable from its matter,"^ 
The 
Yank, in |he Hai££ £&ftt finds that he belongs only in 
The play opens in the stokehole of a transatlantic 
liner, where Yank, a hug© rough stoker on the ship whose 
pride it is that he is strong like steal, reigns supreme 
through his good-natured bullying. 
isfied with the narrow little world of coal and steel in 
which he "belongs", and does not envy the passengers on 
the promenade deck who are mere baggage to him. 
death. 
He is completely sat-
The fabu­
lously rich and beautiful Mildred Douglas, the silk-draped 
daughter of a director of the steamship line, pays a slum­
ming visit to the hole of the ship to see how the men live. 
She catches Yank angrily cursing an under officer, and as 
he turns on her, flushed with anger and dripping with per­
spiration, she shrinks, fainting from the sight of the 
1 Clark, OJD. clt P. 83. M 
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grimy, half-naked Yank with the cry, "You beast!" 
throws his shovel and a few choice epithets after her 
retreating form, for his accidental contact with the female 
passenger represents a world of which h© is totally ig­
norant. 
Yank 
The action of the drama now takes place in the con­
sciousness of Yank, who is roused to a vague discomfort 
and curiosity as he senses that there is a world to which 
Arrived in port he sets out to in-he does not belong, 
vestigate this world and gain recognition as a human being 
as he seeks to get even with the sore elegant citizens Of 
the world to which he does not belong. In successive 
scenes aboard the ship and in Hew York, Yank attempts to 
battle society, but finds himself powerless to reach the 
The final blow falls when he wanders on "dirty bums". 
Fifth Avenue during an Easter Parade, and all the gay self-
satisfied throng turn toward him blank, unseeing human 
He Jostles and pushes them, creates a disturbance masks. 
and gets himself beaten and carried off to Jail by the po-
The prisoners to whom he lie© and booked as a nuisance. 
tells his wrongs advise him to Join the I, W» W., but no 
talk about class consciousness and orderly revolution can 
He gets thrown out of the I. W, W. Hall where help him. 
a group of self conscious proletarians is meeting, and is 
accused as a would-be dynamiter of the peaceable I, W» V/, 
% 
His tragedy reaches its fulfillment at the monkey 
house in the zoo, where Yank meets another "hairy ape", 
the gorilla, and thinks that together they might even 
matters with society. Because the girl had said he re­
sembles the gorilla, Yank is curious to see hi® and to 
hall hi® as brother. He releases the animal and is crush­
ed to death in the embrace of that other and stronger 
hairy ape. Then again he at last belongs 
This play Involves an element which is the effort 
to represent events, not as they would appear to a normal 
perhaps. 
detached spectator, but as seen through the distorted 
The meaning of the play is am-vlsion of a participant, 
biguous in the sense that it lends Itself readily to dif­
ferent interpretations, yet the nihilistic pessimism of 
the tortured playwright is the obvious source of its 
However, when we look back at the play 
and consider it in relation to 0*HeiXl*s subsequent develop­
ment, we perceive that the real cruz of the problem pre­
sented by the predicament of the central figure is not 
merely sociological, and we see also that the author is 
struggling with, rather than merely acquiescing in, the 
pessimism which has all but enveloped hira.^ 
Sh& Ape Srew out of °,Neill,s experiences, for 
the stoker was modelled on one of his shipmates whose name 
dramatic method# 
1 Splller, 0£. ci£., PP. 12^0-^1. 
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was Driseoll. Driseoll was a giant of a man absurdly 
strong. Ha thought a whole lot of himself and was a 
determined individualist. He was very proud of his 
strength, his capacity for gruelling work. It seemed 
to give him mental poise to be able to dominate the stoke­
hole and do more work than any of Ms mates. 01 Neill 
said,"The voyage after I quit going to sea, Driseoll 
shipped out again as usual. I stayed behind at Jimmy the 
Priest's. Whenever the ships returned to Sew York, 
Driseoll was the first to swing the saloon doors open and 
bellow for a drink. We could usually calculate the time 
of the ship's docking from the moment of Driseoll's ap-
Then I drifted away fro® lew York, and later pearance. 
heard that Driseoll had jumped overboard in mid-ocean. 
Hone of our mutual sea mates knew why. Drlscoll's curi­
ous death puzzled me. I concluded something must have 
shaken his hard-boiled poise, for he wasn't the type that 
just gave up, and he loved life. Anyway, it was his death 
that inspired the idea for the Yank of Thg. Hairy Aps.."1 
Stevenson in an article entitled "How Good Is Eugene 
O'Neill?" explained that in The Hairy Ape. O'Neill is 
attempting to demonstrate that he could hold up to the 
Just as Yank had his life illusion end as a playwright, 
shattered, and his mainspring broken by one look at a 
1 Basso, pp.. cit., p. 39. 
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world he visualised through the wealthy, beautiful girl, 
O'Neill too recognized his handicap of artlctlc expres­
sionism. He made the character lank battle against ob­
stacles until the end and meet his death to indicate 
that O'Neill wold continue to write despite his handicap 
and comment on life incisively." 
the necessity of the Negro's having faith in him­
self is O'Neill's underlying theme in the Hairy Aoe. 
Again, Spiller commented, "While the Hairy Ape was still 
content with his lot, he was content because he had faith 
that he was essential to his ship and the ship had mean-
When he lost that faith, when he came to realize ing. 
that the world which he served was unaware of his exis­
tence, and when he hence came to doubt that he had any 
function in a world he could not understand, he ceased 
to think of himself as a man and despised himself as an 
t.2 ape. 
In The Hairy Aue. O'Neill seems to point out that 
the Negro is seeking more than a higher standard of 
"This living, social equality, freedom or equal rights, 
play deals also with man's ultimate quest for perfec-
Yank, the Hairy Ape, dreamed not of ab-tion and peace. 
1 Thomas Wood Stevenson. "How Good Is Eugene O'Neill?" 
The EpftTish Journal. XXVI (March, 1937)» 1°3» 
2 spiller, 12&. 
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stract beauty but of belonging. Acutely aware of his 
social inferiority, he desired an ideal brotherhood of 
man. Because he could never find this absolutely ideal 
democracyt he rejected the partial democracy which Ameri­
ca could offer 
it all* He bitterly said 
job a day and make me happyI Tree square a day, and cauli­
flowers in de front yard — akal rights — a woman and 
kids —— a lousy vote —— and I'm all fixed for Jesus* 
Huh? Aw, hell! What does dat get yuh? Dig ting's in 
your inside 
O'Neill drew music from the humble stoker and depict-
Of course, he was very positive about 
"Cut out an hour offen de 
!»2 
©d the Negro not in struggle with environment but in strug-
Concerning the dispute that Yank is gl© with himself* 
thwarted by forces of society, Wilson stated, "if one would 
read the last scenes, h® will see that it is a conscious-
of inferiority that gives the first impetus of Yank's ness 
debacle and though he himself at first supposes that it is 
society he has to fight, the Hairy Ape's ultimate struggle 
for freedom takes place within the man himself*"3 
1 Frederick I. Carpenter. "The Romantic Tragedyof 
» College English. VI (February, 19^5), 253. Eugene O'Neill." 
2 O'Neill, "The Hairy Ape", p. 83. 
3 Edmund Wilson, £he Shopes o£ ligfcfc. 
1952), P. 100* 
(New York, 
* 
Yank as the symbol of belonging indicates that the 
.'Jegrc-'s feeling of rejection affects his mind and soul as 
well as his attitude toward the society that has rejected 
him. "I belong" had been the recurrent phrase with which 
Yank justified himself. When ho could not say that, he 
faced a problem not of man's relation with man, but the 
problem of man's relation to something outside himself. 
"His chief concern is with the eternally tragic predica­
ment of man struggling for some understanding and some 
justification of himself in a universe always mysterious 
and often seemingly inimical".1 
Clark felt that an intellectual concept underlies 
The Hairy Ape. Yank does not remain a man. He has human 
attributes, it is true, but he is a symbol. He is super­
natural ? more or less an abstraction, an idea. The philo­
sophy of the play grew not out of a single human situation 
but from certain deductions made by the dramatist about 
life and society. It is a series of short scenes, begin­
ning in the hole of the steamer where Yank then belongs, 
and ending in the 300, where he is killed and at last be-
....... perhaps,2 
The Negro's partial freedom in America has left him 
He has never been able to secure complete 
longs 
in a delimma. 
1 Spiller, £&. cit., p. 12M+. 
2 Clark, o£. cit p. 85. • 3 
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liberty, yet he, with his social, intellectual and econo­
mic accomplishments, could never be returned to slavery. 
Yank's experiences were similar. O'Neill has written the 
followingJ 
Yank can't go forward and so he tries to go back. 
This is what shaking hands with the gorilla meant. 
But he can't go back to belonging either. The gorilla 
kills him, The subject here is the same ancient one 
that always was and always will be one subject for 
drama, and that is man and his struggle with his own 
fate. The struggle used to be with the gods, but it 
is now with himself, his own past, his attempt to 
belong.1 
Several critics believe that the problem in The Hairy 
APQ involves broader implications than the immediate sue-
Yank finds cess or failure of one special racial group, 
that a new world which disregards human rights and aspira­
tions has left him stranded, but this is not the Negro's 
problem alone; it is the problem of our whole social system. 
There are millions of men and women who are blood relations 
of Yank in this modern industrial world, 
have grown up in the faith that they belonged, that they 
were a necessary and respected part of a social order, but 
they have lived to find out they are nothing of the kind. 
As they walk up and down the world looking for work only 
to be turned away with a brutal word; as they stand in 
bread lines to receive food not much better than slop that 
charity flings them; as they shiver from cold, and see their 
Like Yank, they 
1 Clark, o£. eit p. 127. «• 
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loved ones <31® from want, consoled only by the fact that 
they, too, will soon be dead, they come to the realiza­
tion that they do not belong 
One may conclude that O'Neill shows Yank a protest 
against the mordant success of the machine age as well as 
a symbol of the Negro as he moves from one defeat to ano­
ther striving vainly to find some answer to his problem. 
Had O'Neill meant this play to be the tragedy of Yank 
only, he would have mad® him a more likeable character 
and made him lose a sweetheart, a mother, or children. 
O'Neill wanted neither of these. Yank is far away from 
having family relations; it Is not work he is seeking* 
What he wants is to know that he belongs. As a symbol of 
dark despair, Yank shows that the machine age had done 
something to the Negro, as well as to other working men, 
that wages, food, home, family, shorter hours and a vote 
won't remedy. As the machine created wealth, it destroyed 
the joy of living, the only thing that wealth Is good for. 
O'Neill has presented the paradox of modern civilization 
with great insights into its fundamental tragedy. Like 
Yank, we all say, "Where do we go from here?" and the an­
swer is, "Hell",2 
1 Winthers, 0£, cit.. p. 191. 
2 Ibid., p. 196-98. 
O1 N E I L L '8 U 3 1 OF. 
DRAMATIC DEVICES 
Because language was his drawback,1 O'Neill used ex­
press icnlstic settings, dramatic devices, and other powers 
of Invention to add significance to his writings and to 
help reveal the Negro character's moods, actions, feelings 
and personalities. By means of theatrical lightings, dra­
matic pantomimes, masks, and rhythmic devices, he has made 
objective this inner division of the human mind.2 
Column described O'Neill's use of languages 
No dramatist could be worse equipped than Eugene 
O'Neill. He has no grasp of ideas, he Is practically 
without oral sense; his speeches have no music, 
color and often no shape. The disintegrated person 
is the one aspect of American life that he places 
with Intensity on the stage. He places these disin­
tegrated persons on the stage actually convincing 
and sympathetic through the use of expressionism.3 
no 
Dramatic pantomime was used as a stage device to de-
Wlnthers refers to this in* plct the disintegrated Negro, 
s tancei 
The beginning of Emperor Jones combines action 
and interpretation. When the stage is revealed, the 
pantomime Is immediately tense and very dramatic. 
"A native Negro woman sneaks in cautiously from the 
entrance on the right". This action in itself is 
full of evil foreboding, and if it Is not enough to 
focus the attention of the audience, there Is 
to follow. "She hesitates beside the doorway, peer­
ing back as if in extreme dread of being discovered. 
more 
1 John Mason Brown, "All O'Neilling", Saturday Review 
of Literature. XXIX (October 19, 19^6), 26. 
250-1. 2 Carpenter, op. 
3 Column, OP. clt. 
cit ?» • , P • 
/ 
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Then she begins to glide noiselessly a step at a time 
toward the doorway in the rear. At this moment, 
Smithers appears......"1 
This dramatic pantomime serves a double purpose. It 
not only unifies the audience, but It arouses a question­
ing curiosity. This places the burden of induction square­
ly on the shoulders of the audience and makes the perfect 
transition from the parting of the curtain to the forward 
moving action of the play. When Smithers asks, "What's 
the galme, any1ow", he Is voicing the thought of everyone 
in the audience. 
Brutus Jones and the Hairy Ape engage in dramatic 
monologues throughout both of those plays. When O'Neill 
permitted those characters to speak to themselves rather 
than to other individuals, he signifies that their struggle 
comes from within and not from outside forces* Creating 
scenes where one character Is on the stage speaking to 
himself was O'Neill's way of bringing out the personality 
of that character symbolising the first step the Negro in 
America must take: He must conquer himself. 
Another dramatic device that O'Neill used to reveal 
his compassion for misfits and underdogs was expressionis-
He achieved a maximum of stage excitement tic settings. 
and pity for the debased in such settings ass the semi-
realistic scenes of a ship's stokehole jammed with half 
1 Winthers, 0£. cit.. p. 2^8. 
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naked cursing stokers shoveling coal into a row of blazing 
furnaces. The dialogue opens with the voices of these 
men in happy ejaculations until the super-type of all 
these men, Tank, begins speaking. 
The opening scene in AJJL God's Chillun Got Wings shows 
in a casual way the uns©If-consclous friendship between 
black and whit® youngsters. The wedge of buildings separat­
ing a street of blacks from a street of whites emphasizes 
race distinction. The two choruses separated by this 
wedge of buildings also calls attention to the differences 
in race for one gave a background of gay, happy music and 
the other was sad and dismal. 
In The Emperor Jones the setting was in the emperor's 
palace. White tile floors and white-washed walls with 
white pillars in the archway formed the background for the 
scarlet throne, the bright color pillows and the strip of 
bright scarlet material that led from the throne to the 
two entrances. It seems that the bright red that the 
audience viewed as the curtains opened, suggested a clash 
that would eradicate the peacefulness of the palace. 
This setting coupled with the dramatic pantomime, prepared 
the audience for what was to follow. 
The rapid shifting of scenes seems to make O'Neill's 
themes more emphatic. If, for example, O'Neill had per­
mitted the Emperor to tell of the incidents in his past? 
his narration could hardly arouse the emotions as his 
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visions of his past did. In The Hairy, Age the change of 
scenes to the prison cell as well as the change to the 
gorilla's cage in the 300 illuminated Yank's philosophy 
and revealed his ©motional resentment. Judging from 
O'Neill's other writings, however, one is led to wonder 
why O'Neill did not shift his scene to France in All 
•fod's PWlufii Got Wings, 
throw the spotlight on the unhappiness of Jim and Ella's 
marriage rather than the happiness, and he, therefore, 
allowed Jim to relate those happenings to Hattie rather 
than shift the scene. 
It may have been his aim to 
One may predict that O'Neill's restlessness in his 
youth, his change of professions, his change of schools, 
or his change of residence innumerable times accounted 
for the shifting of scenes in his plays. Regardless of 
its origin, as a stage device, scenery changes added in­
terpretation to O'Neill's plays and depicted the Negro as 
an emotional, restless being. 
Rhythmic devices added significance to O'Neill's 
themes. Drumbeats symbolized Jones' heartbeats in fear 
in The Emperor Jones. The rhythm from the two choruses 
in the opening scenes of All God's Chillun Got Wines. 
one from the street of whites and the other from the 
street of the blacks, expressed the difference in race. 
Even the selections that they sang attempted to point out 
race distinction. In Scene Two, for example, "Gee, I Wish 
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That I Had a Girl'1 from the whites expressed a feeling of 
gaiety and lightness of heart, while the blacks song, 
"All I Got Was Sympathy", revealed their downheartedness, 
their sadness. Rhythm is applied to the setting again in 
the same scene for the noise from the two streets is rhy­
thmically mechanical, electricity having taken the place 
of horse and steam. In the third scene as the plot rises 
and the characters get involved further, the noises on the 
street are interraitten and dulled with a quality of fa­
tigue. Here, O'Neill made rhythmic singing, noises, and 
laughter in the background give his play the proper tempo 
thereby adding significance. 
In The Hairy Ace O'Neill uses significant chants and 
assigned them to VOICES In the play. Often these are tunes 
to be sung as a chorus and sometimes they are verses to 
be recited in unison. It seems that O'Neill uses these 
rhythmic devices to show the peacefulness and calmness in 
the stokehole symbolizing Yank's peace of mind. After 
Yank discovers he is rejected by society and becomes furi­
ous, the local noise exemplifies his inner conflict. 
Finally, the use of masks helps to point out that the 
Negro characters* identity is unimportant, for they are 
not to be taken as simple individuals, but as symbols of 
the entire race. Another viewpoint is, Eugene O'Neill 
1 Joseph Wood Krutch, "Introduction", Nine Plagg. 
ill (New York, 1952), p. xvi. Eugene C'Ne 
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recommended the use of masks to show that the Negro often 
wears a mask of happiness and contentment to conceal his 
true feelings. In The American Spectator's Yearbook, the 
use of masks in O'Neill's plays was attributed to the 
arrangement of Coleridge's Ancient Mariner. In addition, 
O'Neill's "Memoranda of Masks" suggested changes in the 
use of masks in his playss 
In The Emperor Jones, for example, all the figures 
in Jones' flightthroughthe forest should be masked. 
Masks would dramatically stress their phantasmal 
quality, as contrasted with the unmasked Jones. Masks 
would give the play a more complete and vivid expres­
sion. 
.Si16 Hairy Ape a much more extensive use of 
masks would be of greatest value in emphasizing the 
theme of the play. From the opening of the fourth 
scene, where Yank; begins to think, he enters into a 
ked world| even the familiar faces of his mates in 
the forecastle have become strange and alien. They 




the symbolic gorilla's. in Sim onlw 2°£ WlgSf 
leading characters should be masked 
dary figures are part and parcel of the background 
of the play, a world at first indifferent, then cruelly 
hostil against which the tragedy of Jim Harris is 
outlined *1 
all save the seven 
5 for all the seeon-
The African primitive mask was used as a symbol in 
All God's Chlllun Got Wings, 
of the ugliness that the superior whites see in the Negro. 
Ella's hatred toward the figure dramatically intensifies 
the clash between the races and emphasizes the theme qjf 
the play. 
This ugly mask is the symbol 
1 George Jean Nathan, et. a^., The American Spectator 
(New York, 193*+)» p. 163* Year Book 
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Logging supported the contention that O'Neill's us© 
of masks grew out of his experience, 
his 'hell-raising* years, the popular mind has endowed 
O'Heill himself with the mask of roughness and violence 
which so many of his characters wear".^" 
Whether O'Neill created characters who wore masks be­
cause of his past experience or not is questionable, hut 
we may conclude that his use of masks and other dramatic 
devices greatly helped his inadequate language place em­
phasis on the personality, mood, action and attitude ©f 
his Negro characters rather than on th© Individuals them­
selves. 
"Fed by legends of 
1 Vernon Loggins, X Hear America (New York, 1937)» 
p. 169. 
THE NEGRO CHARACTER 
A REFLECTOR OF 0' N E I L L 'S LIFE 
(A CRITICAL SUMMATION) 
"O'Neill's very life appears as a violent struggle 
with various sorts of realities# Because of the struggles 
in his life, his Negro characters are always struggling 
in his plays."! 
Many critics support this theory by referring to 
O'Neill's life to explain his tragic conception of human 
existence. Virgil Geddes' pamphlet, The Melodramadness 
pf Eugene O'Neill, shows that everything O'Neill wrote is 
the result of frustration and that his "mightiest" types 
as well as his calmer and lesser works are the direct 
mouthpieces of himself.2 Basso stated, "O'Neill, like a 
novelist, has drawn heavily on personal experience".3 
Montague Slater felt that most of the experiences that 
O'Neill wrote from came to him very early, 
inferred that O'Neill reveal3 his own deepest emotions 
in his pity for failures, outcasts and the downtrodden.? 
k Halleck 
1 "U. S, Loses Its Greatest Dramatist", 0£. clt.. 53* 
2 Geddes, loc. cit. 
3 Basso, ££. cit.. p. 38. 
^ Slater, 0£. P* !??• 
? Halleck, o£, elt.. p. 367• 
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On the same subject, Clurman found that "O'Neill has 
always com© to the theatre to say deeply felt things 
which are part of a personal problem that Is at the same 
time a general problem,"1 Edith Isaacs related this 
account, "In his early impressionable years, O'Neill 
knew poverty, illness and the sea, and all three have 
left their mark on the mind and heart and have been a 
guiding force to his pen",2 
Straumann emphatically contended that O'Neill's dif­
ficulties of adjustment in his life were transferred to 
his Negro characters. Because he was the restless son of 
an actor father, passed two years at sea as a common sailor, 
was married three times, his son committed suicide, his 
daughter married the controversial Charles Chaplin, he 
became the victim of malaria, tuberculosis, palsy and 
pneumonia, O'Neill wrote in tragedies and courageously ac­
cepted his personal tragedies. Straumann concludedi 
"O'Neill sees man in an eminently tragic position, which 
boils down to thlsi if one follows the lines of conventions, 
one remains unproductive and unloved and will equally perish 
in the attempt to adjust oneself to that world."3 
1 H. Clurman, "Theater: O'Neill Revived", New Republic. 
CXX (February 1952), 22. 
2 Edith Isaacs, "Meet Eugene O'Neill", Theatre ArtP_. 
XXX (October, 19^6), 576. 
3 Heinrlch Straumann, American Literature in J&g. 
Twentieth Century. (New York, 194-9), P. i65. 
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The critics agree, then, that O'Neill's experiences 
are reflected in his writing,^" and furthermore, the strug­
gles and failures in his life account for his marked in­
terest in the debased individual. Column contributed to 
this concept by stating that O'Neill, because of his frus­
tration, created disintegrated, maladjusted people.2 An 
editorial in Time stated, "His dramas charter the cancel­
led dream, the twisted love, the frustrated hope, cardio­
gram of the outraged heart".3 Halleck felt that his 
characters are rarely normal flesh and blood men and wo­
men, but rather symbols for his frustrated ideas. 
Granville Hicks concludes that side by side with his 
study of disintegrating forces, O'Neill carries on a 
quest for some principle of redemption.5 
L 
1 Two critics refute the suggestion that O'Neill's 
experiences are reflected in his writings, Cargill con­
tradicts because "O'Neill's plays were net sufficiently 
drenched in the atmosphere of his own individual past". 
(Oscar Cargill, Intellectual America—- Ideas on the 
March (New York, 19**1>, p. 693.) 
Sutton explained, "In all respects save one, his 
work seems singularly untouched by his antecedents. Of 
most of his experiences there is little or 
no trace. Only the sea-part of his experience bit C'Neill. 
(Graham Sutton. Some Contemporary Dramatists (New 
York, 1925), pp. 168~$7T" 
2 Mary M. Colum, "Drama of the Disintegrated", The 
Forum XCIY (December, 1935), 358* 
3 "The Trouble with Brown", Time. LXII (December 7, 
1953), 77. 
^ Halleck, 0£. cit., 367. 
5 Granville Hicks, The Great Tradition (New York, 1935), 
P. 253* 
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Whitman observes that "The plays of O'Neill are for 
the most part unpleasant plays, wrought out of the agony 
and pain of life. Mis most successful characters are 
people of rather primitive instincts, misfits, suffering 
from disease, economic inhibitions, frustrations, from 
soul-destroying powers which they cannot understand. 
These poor souls are usually beaten in the battle of life 
by a force either within or outside themselves that makes 
for their confusion and ruin. In fact, few plays of our 
day have such a plethora of murders, violent deaths, sui­
cide and Insanity.111 Atkinson pointed out, "O'Neill 
could write about Ignorant people without patronizing them 
because ho had known them and accepted the® as equal part­
ners in the universal struggle with fate. »2 Hoses added: 
"The underdog interested O'Neill because he had been the 
underdog. He had undergone bitter and rough contacts with 
life."3 Crowley, too, explained O'Neill's interest in the 
debased: "At the Hell Hole, the gangsters felt more at 
home with O'Neill because he listened to their troubles 
and never criticized. They pitied him, too, because he 
was thin and shabbily dressed. One of them said to him, 
1 C. H. Whitman. "Appendix", Seven Contemporary Plays 
(New York, 1931), P. 555. 
2 Brooks Atkinson, "Tribute to Eugene O'Neill", The 
New York Times. (December 13, 1953), Section II, Column 1, #• 
3 Moses, 0£. cit.,p. 72. 
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"You go to any department store, Gene, and pick yourself 
an overcoat and tell me what size it is and I'll steal 
it for you."1 
It is probable that 0*Neill created Ne?ro characters 
who struggled unsuccessfully wfth forces within themselves 
and forces of society to reflect his religious philosophy, 
"Eugene O'Neill*s audiences were almost as suspicious of 
God's will and Destiny as of a flat earth. Bowing to his 
time, he wrote the tragedy of personal psychology? man's 
fate is in his genes and harmones not in a supreme being",2 
O'Neill one© said, "Fate is what happens to human beings 
because of what they are, not what some god tells them to 
be, and it is the business of the tragic dramatist to 
show how human destiny resides in the individual, the fami­
ly, and the race."3 
man destiny resides in the individual, the family, and the 
Atkinson, too, believed he was more interested in 
the destiny of man-kind and accepted debased characters 
as equal partners in the universal struggle with fate 
omitting all hopes for devine sanctioning.? 
Clark stated, "O'Neill felt that hu-
» race. 
• » » • 
1 Malcolm Crowley, Exile's Return —— A Literary Gdyssev 
of the 1920*s. (New York, 1951), P. 3^. 
2 "The Trouble with Brown", oo. cit.. p. 77. 
3 Barrett Clark, "Aeschylus and O'Neill", The English 
Journal. XXI (November,1932), 709-10, 
h Ibid. 
5 Atkinson, og. cit,,p. 5. 
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God, as deity, is a word that is often on the lips of 
O'Neill's Negro characters, but when they speak of God, 
it is with neither reverence nor love, but with hatred and 
bitterness# "These men and women of the world of Eugene 
01Heill have lost all faith in a beneficent ruler of the 
universe or a ruler of any kind. God remains only as a 
symbol of faith that is either dead or dying, and they use 
His name as a significant symbol for the unnamed forces of 
evil."1 
In AH Go&is .SftiMtffli Sot Wlag£, there is a bitter 
treatment of God from the irony of the title to the final 
not® of tragedy. All God's chillun may have wings, but 
as far as this play is concerned, they are the wings of 
evil. Jim's summary tells all, Ella says to him: "Will 
God forgive me, Jim?" and he replies, "Maybe he can for­
give what you've done to me, and maybe He can forgive 
what I've done to you, but I don't see how He's going to 
forgive Himself.1,2 Nor could anyone see it, Judging from 
the plot of this play. "To O'Neill, it is quite plain 
that there is no shop in this world at which man can pur­
chase salve of forgiveness; there is no such commodity for 
Be it for good or ill, man must face the truth".1 
Clark contributed this insight: "In shaping his 
sale • • • 
Winthers, ££. cit.« p. 70. 
2 O'Neill, "All God's Chillun Got Wings", p. 132. 
3 Winthers, 0£, cit p. 72 • •» 
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Negro characters, O'Neill creates such persons who would 
have very little reason for living if we were to accept 
them as human beings rather than abstractions, 
their creator, they are in quest of some kind of religion 
or philosophy to which they can cling. 
Accepting the fact that O'Neill felt a companion to 
all the downtrodden and admitting that he could arrive at 
no philosophy regarding the destiny of man, one can readi­
ly conclude that he used the Negro as a medium for express­
ing his feelings, 
sinned-against group and since the race problem was a sub­
ject treated by many fiction writers during this period, 
one may also conclude that the most convenient debased 
subject that O'Neill could use as a reflector of his trage­
dies was the American Negro. 
Like 
Since the Negro is regarded as the most 
1 Clark, "Aeschylus and C'Neill", op. cit.. p. 700. 
CONCLUSION 
One can not definitely assert when nor where 0,Neill 
received Inspiration for writing about the Negro. Perhaps 
when he came in contact with Negroes during his voyage as 
a sailor or as a bum on the waterfront along the docks in 
New York, he listened to descriptions of mobs, social In­
justices, or lynchings that aroused his pity for the Negro, 
Perhaps his understanding of the Negro cam© from his read­
ing or seeing other propaganda plays that were written 
about the Negro during that time.1 Nevertheless, the 
source of his inspiration seems unimportant. O'Neill, in 
creating his Negro characters, seems to be less Interest­
ed In recording direct experience and more interested In 
using those characters as symbols of the dispossessed 
for each of his Negro characters is presented as an ordi-
Their goal is nary man or woman who has a simple goal, 
some obvious close-at-hand happiness, peace of mind or 
contentment or rest and seems easy to reach, 
their chief interference comes from obstacles within them, 
these characters symbolize O'Neill's inner struggles. 
Because 
Basso records this accounti "During his days as a 
theatrical camp follower, O'Neill saw such plays as Uncle 
Tom's Cabin. " 
(Basso, 0£. eit., p. 3^») 
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The playwright•s obstacles or struggles did not come 
from financial problems, not fro® social injustices, but 
they came from his yearning for security in childhood and 
his youth. Likewise, his Negro characters* existence is 
rooted in brooding and uncertainty, and on the surface, 
they look like normal people with normal fears, but deep 
down they have Ingrown abnormalities and abnormal fears 
which complicate their every move. They can readily 
overcome the society that encompass them, dismiss or ig­
nore it, but their own dreams, their dragon like passion, 
their pride, their superstition... were obstacles which 
interupted their short travel to happiness. 
It must b© admitted, however, that throughout their 
struggle, O'Neill's Negro characters possess certain ad­
mirable qualities that tend to minimize their ignorance, 
superstitions and exaggerated emotions. Accepting that 
fact and the fact that O'Neill's plays presented the 
Negro characters in a struggle with forces within them­
selves as well as forces of society, it is an interesting 
observation that all their struggles lead only to fail­
ure. 
In The Dreamy Kid and The Emperor Jones, the Negro 
characters do not struggle for individual existence but 
In their struggle to are symbols of the entire race, 
belong, these characters are defeated in the end. O'Neill 
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uses dramatic techniques to exemplify the turmoil effect­
ed in the Negro*s thinking when all avenues of escape 
are gone. Both characters experience mental and physical 
torture simply because of their racial heritage and their 
sub conscious fears, but neither finds a way out of his 
predicament. Dreamy is captured by the posse, and Jones 
is shot down by his rebellious subjects. 
The main character in All God*a Chlllun Got Wings 
does struggle against forces within himself, but these 
fears are created by other characters. His psychological 
bonds are loosed only when he agrees to terminate his de­
sire to belong as a husband and accepts his white wife 
as a playmate. In his effort to reach his goal, he, too, 
is doomed to failure. 
Since 0*Neill did not find a way out for the Negro 
la Dreamy Kid. The Emperor Jones and A1JL. God's Chlllun 
Got Wines, he seems to view the problem in a broader pro­
spectus in Th£ Hairy Ape. The Hairy Ape is a symbol of 
all common working men Including the Negro, O'Neill seems 
to climax the Negro's struggle for this play reveals that 
The Negro*s partial 
He has 
he can go neither forward nor backward, 
freedom in America has left him in this dellmmas 
never been granted complete freedom, yet he can never be 
Consequently, all of O'Neill's Negro 
characters struggle with fate, but we know at the outset 
returned to slavery. 
A 
that they will never emerge triumphant in soul. They are 
doomed from the start by the limitations under which they 
were originally conceived and never experience triumphant 
moments. 
O'Neill's philosophy is tinged with bitterness, dark­
ness and distrust. Man struggling against odds is indeed 
man's true history, yet it is not clear if O'Neill felt 
that all his struggles were leading him to failure. Per­
haps O'Neill felt that he, like his Negro characters, was 
"his drawback was language" .2 
It may be concluded that O'Neill's restless pre­
occupation with one type of frustration after another is 
reflected through his analysis of the Negro character. 
Yet, as he presents these struggling characters, he seems 
at times t6 be concerned with suffering for its own sake, 
for he never has found the poison responsible for the 
struggling he presents. Even though his themes involve 
the destiny of the Negro, he never arrives at the answer. 
He describes the problems of life, but he never solves 
them. Throughout his career he dreamed of a perfect play 
struggling against odds * • « 
1 George Jean Nathan has Inferred that O'Neill shows 
no indignation toward denunciatory and stinging criticism 
of his work, but he is not satisfied with his writing. 
Nathan said, "The notion that O'Neill has a profound satis­
faction with everything he has written and resents any 
opposite opinion is nonsensical". 
(George J, Nathan, "Eugene C'Neill After Twelve Years", 
American Mercury. LXII.I (October, 19^6), ̂ 65. 
2 "The Trouble with Brown", ojo. clt.. p. 77. 
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that he would write, but his life ended in death before 
he accomplished that goal. In his plays, as well as in 
his life, the whole concept of man's relation to the 
world and of his place in it is involved, yet O'Neill 
does not point a way out. 
One is led to surmise, however, that O'Neill's 
treatment of the Negro character does not have a completely 
tragic ending. In spite of his religious philosophy, his 
only hope for the Negro seems to be the immortality of the 
1 soul. He exhausted every possible avenue of escape, but 
he finally implied if the Negro can not gain complete free­
dom and the right to belong in this world, he can surely 
save his soul. So side by side with his presentation of 
disintegrating forces in the Negro character, O'Neill 
finally found one principle of redemption: The immortali­
ty of his soul. 
3* "During a mass interview, before the opening of 
The Iceman. O'Neill came as close as he ever has to stating 
the core of his philosophy. Concerning the destiny of man, 
he said, 'Is the human race so damned stupid that in 2.000 
years, it hasn't had brains enough to appreciate that the 
secret of happiness is contained in one sentence.... For 
what shall it profit a man if he shall gain the whole 
world, and lose his own soul'." 
(Prideaux, op. cit., p. 11^.) 
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